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Abstract
Results are reported of a study of neutral vector meson production in multihadronic Z
0
decays in
the OPAL experiment at LEP. Pions and kaons have been identied by specic ionisation energy loss
and K



and K
+
K
 
mass spectra have been tted, in bins of the scaled momentum variable x
p
, to
combinations of resonance signals and non-resonant backgrounds. Rates are given for K

(892)
0
and
(1020), and production cross sections are compared to the predictions of Monte Carlo models. Overall
multiplicities have been determined as 0:76 0:07 0:06 K

(892)
0
and 0:086 0:015 0:010 (1020)
per hadronic Z
0
decay (the quoted errors are respectively statistical and systematic). Momentum
dependent distortions of the  mass spectra, possibly associated indirectly with Bose-Einstein eects,
have prevented reliable measurement of the (770)
0
cross section in this study.
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1 Introduction
Measurements of production rates of identied particle species in Z
0
decays are important in providing
useful information to test models of parton fragmentation, and should lead to a better understanding
of the hadronisation processes. Given sucient data, the production of individual particle types
may be measured separately in quark and in gluon jets and further information obtained to help
elucidate the fragmentation schemes. In the context of the Lund string model [1], a general study
of observed particle rates provides direct information about such parameters as the vector to scalar
ratio in fragmentation, the suppression factor for strange quark pair production, and the probability
to form a diquark. Resonant states are particularly interesting because they are less likely than the
lighter hadrons to be products of particle decays, so that their dynamics will be generally more closely
related to those of the fragmenting partons.
Many particle species have been measured in e
+
e
 
annihilations at lower energies (a review may
be found in [2]), and a number of Monte Carlo programs based on QCD have been tuned so that the
measured rates were reproduced. However, many resonant states were measured with poor statistical
precision and there were, in addition, some considerable systematic disagreements among experiments.
Detailed results on measurements of neutral vector mesons at Petra and PEP may be found in [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7] and [8]. The LEP data hold the promise of much better statistical and systematic accuracy
than previously available data, and the relative increase in the number of resolvable multi-jet events
at LEP energies will enable detailed studies of the dierences in particle content between quark and
gluon jets.
So far, LEP data have been analysed for inclusive production of various mesons and baryons,
including K
0
S
[9], 
0
[10],  and 
0
(958) [11], and charged K

(892),  and  [12]. This paper presents
some results of a study of neutral vector meson production using a sample of 147k multihadronic
decays of the Z
0
taken during 1990 at the OPAL experiment at LEP. The neutral (770)
0
, K

(892)
0
and (1020) vector meson states have spin-parity J
PC
= 1
  
, are in the same nonet of SU(3)
F
and
have similar masses. Thus a comparison of their production rates is particularly useful since many
kinematic and dynamical factors may be common to all of them. Direct comparisons may also be
made with rates for related particle species such as other vector mesons, and pseudoscalar and tensor
mesons.
Ionisation measurements in the OPAL jet chamber permit separation of pions and kaons over a wide
kinematical range, allowing the vector mesons to be identied in inclusive two-particle mass spectra
via their decay modes: (770)
0
! 
+

 
, K

(892)
0
! K



and (1020) ! K
+
K
 
. The K

(892)
0
and (1020) resonances appear cleanly in the mass spectra and cross sections have been determined
for momenta right up to the kinematical limits. However the 
+

 
mass spectra show signicant
momentum-dependent distortion of the resonance lineshape for the (770)
0
, making it dicult to
extract reliable production rates.
2 The OPAL detector
A complete description of the OPAL experiment is given in [13]. For the present analysis, only the
information from the central tracking chambers was required, although other parts of the apparatus
contributed to the trigger. During the 1990 running, these central chambers surrounded a LEP beam
pipe of carbon bre composite epoxied on a thin aluminium tube of outer radius about 8 cm. The
innermost tracking device was the vertex detector, a 1 m long, 470 mm diameter drift chamber which
3
measures track positions in the r    plane with an accuracy of order 50 m (in OPAL, the z-axis is
dened along the beam direction, and r and  are the usual cylindrical polar coordinates). The jet
chamber surrounds the vertex detector and has a sensitive volume of length 4 m with outer and inner
diameters of 3.7 m and 0.5 m respectively. The chamber has 24 sectors each containing 159 sense wires
parallel to the beam direction, staggered by 100 m either side of a radial plane of potential wires.
Space points are formed using the wire position, the ionisation drift time and the ratio of integrated
charges measured at the two ends of the wire. The sum of these charges is a measure of ionisation
energy loss in the chamber gas. Tracks emerging from the barrel region of the jet chamber, with polar
angles between 44

and 136

, have their z-positions accurately measured in a system of drift chambers
(the z-chambers) with an eciency of typically 80% depending on track momentum and direction;
these measurements provide precise information on the polar angles of the tracks and are important in
improving the resolutions on invariant mass determinations. The potential number of dE/dx samples
in the jet chamber is maximal in this angular range. An axial magnetic eld of 0.435 T is produced by
a warm coil solenoid which surrounds the central detectors. With this eld, the momentum resolution,

p
=p, of the jet chamber is typically
p
(0:018p)
2
+ 0:02
2
(with p in GeV/c) for tracks in multihadronic
events. The two-particle mass resolution, 
M
, of the entire tracking system for , K

and 
0
is 2 MeV,
5.5 MeV and 7.5 MeV respectively at low momentum, and rises to 3.5 MeV, 9 MeV and 13 MeV
respectively at the highest momenta.
Particle identication is achieved by using the measurements of specic ionisation energy loss,
dE/dx, in the jet chamber gas. The design, construction and operation of the jet chamber is described
in detail in [14], and the measurement of dE/dx in [15]. The chamber was run with a gas mixture
of 88.2% argon, 9.8% methane and 2% isobutane, and the operating conditions were chosen to be
4 bar gas pressure, 890 Vcm
 1
drift eld and gas gain of about 10
4
, in order to provide an acceptable
compromise between particle identication by dE/dx and the best z resolution. With these operating
conditions the energy loss at minimum ionisation was 7.0 keV cm
 1
, and a resolution of typically 5.5%
was obtained on the dE/dx measurement of a track in a multihadronic event. For a track with the
maximum number of hits, the dE/dx resolution was 4.2%.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of measured energy loss against momentum for a sample of 30000
tracks in multihadronic Z
0
decays, selected as described in section 3 below. The main bands in the
gure are due to electrons, pions, kaons and protons as indicated; the muon band is very close to
the pions, and on the full track statistics a band due to deuterons, mainly from interactions in the
beam pipe, is also visible. For each track a 
2
-probability may be evaluated, using the measured
momentum and energy loss with their associated errors, indicating the degree to which the particle
type is consistent with each of the electron, muon, pion, kaon and proton hypotheses.
3 Data selection
The aim of the event selection procedures was to isolate a clean sample of well measured multihadronic
Z
0
decays which could be well simulated by Monte Carlo programs. In the 1990 LEP run,
OPAL recorded approximately 147,000 multihadronic events with the central tracking chambers fully
operational. From this sample, events were selected which had at least ve tted charged tracks
satisfying certain quality criteria: a measured distance of closest approach to the origin of less than
5 cm in the xy-plane and 40 cm in the z direction, a minimum transverse momentum (transverse to
the beam direction) of 0.15 GeV/c, a polar angle between 21.6

and 158.4

and at least 20 jet chamber
hits. Events passing these selections were then tested for energy and momentum balance, and were
rejected if the total visible energy carried by charged tracks (assuming all tracks to be pions) was less
than 20%, or the magnitude of the total reconstructed momentum vector was larger than 40%, of the
4
centre-of-mass energy. A total of 133039 events remained after these cuts. Subsequently only well
measured tracks of momentum above 0.25 GeV/c, with j cosj < 0:72 and with associated z-chamber
hits, were used in making the mass spectra. On average there were 11.05 such well measured tracks
per selected event.
4 Monte Carlo simulation
A sample of 164042 multihadronic Z
0
decay events was generated by the Lund Monte Carlo program
Jetset72 [16] (employing parton showers and string fragmentation) and was passed through a full
simulation of the experiment [17] and the reconstruction and analysis programs. The initial parton
conguration in the simulated events followed the expectations of the Standard Model, and the
produced resonances had no preferred spin alignment (which was found for the vector mesons to
be in accord with the data within statistics). This event sample served both as a model of the real
experimental data, and as a means of measuring the acceptance and eciencies of the experiment
and the data analysis procedures. As a model of the data, the parameters of Jetset were tuned [18]
so that the program reproduced many global features of multihadronic events as observed at LEP;
the parameters controlling the particle composition of jets, such as the vector to pseudoscalar ratio
and the strange quark suppression factor, were kept as the default values based on observed particle
production rates at lower energy e
+
e
 
colliders; the option to simulate Bose-Einstein eects in the
nal state was not selected.
After the event selection cuts, as described in the previous section, 151413 Monte Carlo events
remained, and an average of 12.43 tracks per selected event passed the nal track selection criteria.
In order to make direct comparisons between the Monte Carlo and real data, the samples were
normalised to the same number of multihadronic events after the event cleaning cuts. Well understood
shortcomings in the simulation of the matching of jet chamber tracks to z-chamber hits accounted for
the discrepancy in mean numbers of well measured tracks in the real and simulated data samples.
To allow for this, each track in the Monte Carlo sample was given an additional weight which was a
function of its transverse momentum and polar angle, and two-particle combinations were entered in
histograms with the product of the two weights. These additional weights varied between 0.78 and
1.05 with a mean value of 0.89; the uncertainty in these track weights was about 1% and was included
in later determinations of the systematic errors.
In the processing of the Monte Carlo data sample, information about the true source of each
track in the simulated events was preserved, so that at the nal analysis stage the various components
contributing to two-particle mass spectra could be identied and treated separately. These components
of the Monte Carlo spectra were later used in ts to the data.
An additional sample of 96137 events was generated by the Monte Carlo program Herwig [19]
and was used for checks on possible systematic eects in the analysis arising from the use of Jetset
as a model of the real data. Hadrons in Herwig come from decays of rather low mass clusters and
relative particle abundances are determined mainly by phase space. On the other hand the hadrons in
Jetset are produced within the Lund string model with rates largely determined by phenomenological
parameters.
5
5 Particle identication
5.1 The particle identication algorithm
For particle identication, each track was required to have at least 20 hits used for dE/dx measurement
(a jet chamber hit was used as long as there was no other hit within 1 cm) and to have a measured
energy loss of less than 40 keV cm
 1
, above which the Monte Carlo simulation was unreliable. The
mean multiplicity per event was 10.45 such tracks in selected real data events and 10.54 weighted
tracks in the Monte Carlo events. Figure 1 shows that the particle separation capability of the dE/dx
measurements depends in a rather complex way on track momenta, as the various bands overlap in
dierent momentum regions. The broad spread of high-momentum tracks away from the main bands
with measured dE/dx around 16 keV cm
 1
is caused by unresolved overlapping tracks, leading to a
dE/dx measurement of about twice that expected for a single track. This eect is well reproduced by
the Monte Carlo simulation, as are all other detailed features of gure 1.
For the particle identication in the present analysis, the list of particle types considered varied
with momentum range. From 0.25 to 0.8 GeV/c the four types, e, , K and p were allowed; from 0.8
to 1.25 GeV/c, e,  and p were allowed; from 1.25 to 2 GeV/c only e and  were considered; and
from 2 GeV/c up to 45 GeV/c only  and K were allowed. Thus e

could be identied from 0.25 to
2 GeV/c, 

from 0.25 to 45 GeV/c, K

from 0.25 to 0.8 GeV/c and from 2 to 45 GeV/c, and p/p
from 0.25 to 1.25 GeV/c.
The low momentum limit for particle identication was put at 0.25 GeV/c since below this level
the dE/dx has little discriminating power between pions and electrons, while kaons and protons give
energy loss values above 40 keV cm
 1
. In the low momentum range, the e and K bands overlap
around 0.6 GeV/c and, since electrons from  conversions are important at low momenta, there is
some contamination of the K sample between 0.55 and 0.7 GeV/c. At 0.8 GeV/c the K band begins
to overlap the  band, and since pions are expected to outnumber kaons by a factor of about 10, the
K hypothesis is not considered further until the K band begins to emerge again at around 2 GeV/c.
Thus the kaon tracks will here contaminate the pion sample. For momenta greater than 1.25 GeV/c
the proton band is considered to be too close to rst the pion band, and then the kaon band. Therefore
protons are no longer considered in the identication, and the protons here give some contamination
of the  and K samples. Although the proton band separates again above about 6 GeV/c, the rate of
proton production relative to that for kaons is low and attempting to identify protons would result in
a considerable loss of kaons. Above 2 GeV/c the K band is well enough separated again from the 
band to allow positive identication of kaons. Since the electron and pion bands begin to merge above
2 GeV/c, the electrons are no longer considered because their rate relative to pions is low.
For a track to be positively identied as a specic type, the corresponding 
2
-probability of the
dE/dx{momentum measurements was required to be greater than 5% and had to be larger than the
probabilities for each of the other hypotheses considered. An average of 9.50 tracks per real event
and 9.72 weighted tracks per simulated event had a denite particle type assignment. This small 2%
dierence, between data and simulation, in numbers of identied tracks could be due either to genuine
dierences in the physics of the event samples or to failures of the simulation properly to represent
the detector (or a combination of both); thus half of this dierence was corrected for by applying a
further normalisation factor in the Monte Carlo sample and the uncertainty was taken into account
in the later evaluation of the systematic errors in the particle production rates.
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5.2 Identication eciencies
The Monte Carlo tracks have been used to measure the momentum-dependent particle identication
eciencies and the purities of track samples, and the resulting distributions are shown for pions and
kaons in gures 2(a-d). The values plotted are partial eciencies based on the starting sample of well
measured tracks with at least 20 dE/dx hits and an energy loss below 40 keV cm
 1
. The distributions
are given separately for momenta below 2 GeV/c and for the range 2 to 40 GeV/c. The detailed
behaviour of the eciencies and purities may be understood with reference to gure 1 and the particle
identication algorithm: as bands cross in the dE/dx{momentum plot the relevant eciencies and
sample purities fall. Up to 2 GeV/c the pion identication eciency is close to the maximum possible
95% (based on a cut at 5% 
2
-probability); the eciency falls from 85% at 2 GeV/c, where kaons
are again allowed to be identied, to 65% at 40 GeV/c. The purity of the pion sample varies from
96% at 0.5 GeV/c to 70% at high momentum. There is no attempt to identify kaons from 0.8 to
2 GeV/c causing the step down in pion sample purity at 0.8 GeV/c. In the low momentum range,
0.25{0.8 GeV/c, the kaon eciency and purity are high except where the electron band crosses, when
both fall to around 50%. The kaon identication eciency is 85% at 2 GeV/c, and falls to about 65%
at 40 GeV/c. The kaon purity in this higher momentum region is relatively constant at 45% except
near 2 GeV/c where it falls to 35%.
Because no kaons are identied for momenta between 0.8 and 2.0 GeV/c there is no acceptance
for (1020) over a momentum range from 2.2 to 3.2 GeV/c. This excluded region for the (1020),
corresponding to 0:04 < x
p
< 0:08, is relatively small, and it is implicitly assumed in the further
analysis that the Monte Carlo simulation gives an accurate model of the behaviour, but not the
absolute rate, of (1020) production over a range of momentum which includes this region. On the
other hand, Monte Carlo studies have shown that, because of the larger momentum of the K

decay
products in the K

rest system, the K

(892)
0
acceptance is non-zero over the entire momentum range
above 0.25 GeV/c despite the limitations on the accepted laboratory kaon momenta.
5.3 Independent checks of dE/dx performance
In order to study further the accuracy of the simulation of particle energy loss, track samples
were obtained from both the real and the Monte Carlo data for electrons, pions and protons using
identication methods independent of dE/dx. Pions were obtained from well reconstructed K
0
S
decays,
protons from  particles, and electrons were agged using electromagnetic calorimetry. Although these
track samples were somewhat dierent in character from the tracks used in the vector meson analysis,
they were nevertheless useful in verifying many aspects of the dE/dx simulation and in giving further
condence in the analysis. Additional sets of electron, pion, kaon and proton tracks were obtained
from the Monte Carlo data using the generator level information to identify the tracks, and these
samples corresponded in character to the tracks used in the vector meson analysis. All of the selected
track samples were subjected to the same cuts as used in the physics analysis and were processed by
the dE/dx identication algorithms described above.
This exercise permitted studies of deviations, in the relativistic rise region, between the measured
average energy losses for each particle type and the values, <dE/dx>, assumed in the calculations of
the 
2
-probabilities in the initial data processing. Small (of order 2%) corrections to these assumed
mean values were found to be needed in both real and simulated data. The corrections required for the
Monte Carlo samples obtained using generator level information were found to be the same as for the
independently identied Monte Carlo tracks. The values of the measured shifts in the real data for e,
 and p were used to infer, by interpolation, the likely shift for the kaons together with its uncertainty,
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and this interpolation procedure was veried by applying it to Monte Carlo samples identied using the
generator information. Distributions of weighted deviations ((dE/dx{<dE/dx>)/
dE=dx
) next gave
information about the accuracy of the dE/dx measurement errors, 
dE=dx
. These distributions had
means of zero and unit widths for the Monte Carlo track samples, but for the real data an overall factor
of 1.025 multiplying the errors was required to obtain unit widths. The distributions of measurement
errors were then compared between the data and Monte Carlo, and a global factor of 1.05 multiplying
the Monte Carlo values brought the two distributions into line. Figure 3 shows a comparison between
the data and the simulation in the nal distribution of resolution on the dE/dx measurements, 
dE=dx
,
for the pion tracks from K
0
S
decays; it is apparent that the simulation gives an excellent representation
of the behaviour of the real tracks.
Eciencies and misidentication probabilities were then computed independently for the real data
and for the Monte Carlo track samples as functions of momentum, using the knowledge of particle type
obtained from topology or calorimetry. Table 1 gives ratios of simulation to data for pion identication
eciencies and misidentication probabilities and indicates only small dierences between real data
and Monte Carlo.
For the physics analysis, the results of these studies were used in recalculating the 
2
-probability
values for both the data and the Monte Carlo tracks before application of the particle identication
algorithms detailed above, and all the uncertainties in the corrections were taken into account in later
evaluation of systematic errors in particle rates (this will be discussed further in section 7.3).
6 Two-particle mass spectra
6.1 K and KK mass spectra
Two-particle mass spectra were compiled for various ranges of the scaled momentum variable x
p
, given
by
x
p
= p=E
beam
= 2p=
p
s;
where p is the total momentum of the 2-particle combination, E
beam
the beam energy and
p
s the
total centre-of-mass energy. The data were divided into 5 bins of x
p
for K and 3 for KK, and the
spectra were computed for all combinations of same charge and opposite charge for each of K and
KK. Figures 4(a-b) show the overall mass spectra, integrated over x
p
, for K



and K
+
K
 
. The
points with error bars are the OPAL data and the solid histograms show the Jetset72 predictions
with the simulated data analysed in the same way as the real data; the Monte Carlo sample has
been absolutely normalised to the same total number of multihadronic Z
0
decay events as the real
data sample, taking full account of all weighting factors discussed previously. For comparison, gures
4(c-d) show the corresponding like-sign mass spectra for K



and K

K

.
`Background-corrected' mass spectra were obtained by bin-by-bin subtraction of like-sign spectra
from those for the neutral charge combinations. Several drawbacks are associated with this background
subtraction technique. For example it is likely that dynamical eects from decays of higher mass
resonances will result in dierences in the non-resonant contributions to the like-sign and unlike-
sign mass plots. Also, as will be discussed below, Bose-Einstein correlations may produce low mass
enhancements in like-sign spectra which would aect only indirectly the spectra for oppositely charged
pairs, so that the like-sign spectra may not be a good approximation to the non-resonant unlike-sign
ones, especially at low mass. However, the aims here were to measure the intensities of the resonances
in the mass spectra rather than study the detailed shapes of the backgrounds, and the nal analysis
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was relatively insensitive to the precise procedures used to obtain the mass plots. What was required
were large reductions of the combinatorial backgrounds with relative enhancements of the resonance
signals. These criteria were found to be well satised by the procedures used. The resulting overall
`background-subtracted' spectra are shown for both data and Monte Carlo in gures 4(e-f).
It is clear from gure 4 that the shapes and absolute levels of the background-subtracted K



and K
+
K
 
spectra are rather well simulated by Jetset72 even though there are some discrepancies
in the raw plots. However there are clear disagreements in the intensities of the resonance signals
for K

(892)
0
and (1020). In the case of the K

(892)
0
care is needed in the interpretation of any
discrepancy since the reection from the (770)
0
is important. The K



data, gure 4(e), show
additionally an indication for production of the tensor meson, K

2
(1430), which, with the current
parameter set, is not included in the Jetset fragmentation scheme and so is not seen in the simulation.
Because of the inherent limitations of the particle identication procedures, the K



and K
+
K
 
mass spectra have many entries from wrongly identied particle pairs, and in particular from cases
where both tracks are pions. Resonances in particular channels appear also as (lower intensity)
reections in other channels. The relative intensities of the signals and reections vary with the
momenta of the tracks, and so with the x
p
of the resonances, as identication eciencies and sample
purities change. As discussed in section 5, these eects are well understood and well reproduced by
the simulation. Signicant contributions to the K mass spectra arise from (770)
0
and , with lesser
eects due to (1020), !(783), K
0
S
, , 
0
(958) and  ! e
+
e
 
. Figure 5(a) shows how the 
0
and
 reections contribute to the overall background-subtracted Monte Carlo K



mass spectrum of
gure 4(e). The unshaded portion of the plot arises from uncorrelated particle pairs and the other
minor contributions.
6.2  mass spectra
The  mass spectra have been treated in the same way as described above for K and KK, and the
corresponding spectra are shown in gures 6(a-c); marked dierences are apparent between the data
and the Monte Carlo. These dierences are in large part due to Bose-Einstein correlations which are
present in the data [20]; these correlations can result in an enhancement in the number of like-sign
pion pairs at low mass with a reduction in the number at higher masses. In the main Monte Carlo
production the option to select Bose-Einstein eects was not used. Figures 6(a-c) show that the Monte
Carlo simulation is poor at low mass, below 0.4 GeV, where Bose-Einstein eects may be expected to
be strongest in the 



spectra and the eects of  and 
0
production are important in the 
+

 
spectra. However at higher masses, and notably in the region of the 
0
meson, there are also signicant
dierences between the data and the simulation. In particular, the peak position for the 
0
appears
shifted to lower mass in the real data. Additionally the resonance signal is somewhat smeared out.
Since the mass resolution of the experiment is much less than the 
0
width, this cannot account for
the observations.
A good understanding of the (770)
0
is important for the measurement of K

(892)
0
rates because
the 
0
reects into the K mass spectra, appearing at a similar mass as the K

signal and having a
shape in its reection which depends on its true shape in 
+

 
. For the Jetset simulation, all meson
resonances are treated as having simple non-relativistic Breit-Wigner shapes which add incoherently
with the background. The (770)
0
is well known to have a rather dierent behaviour in the way it
manifests itself in 
+

 
mass spectra (see [21] for a review). A more correct representation of the
resonance shape would be by a relativistic p-wave Breit-Wigner with a mass-dependent width [22];
even this shape has been seen to be considerably distorted in various experiments [23], possibly by a
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mechanism involving interference with a coherent p-wave 
+

 
background [24]. However these eects
are small compared to the discrepancies between Monte Carlo and data in gures 6(a) and 6(c).
Figure 5(b) shows the main components making up the background-subtracted Monte Carlo mass
spectrum of gure 6(c). It can be seen that below 0.4 GeV large contributions arise from decays
of  and 
0
(958) mesons to states containing 
+

 
and neutral particles; it is now established [11]
that Jetset with default parameters produces 
0
mesons at too high a rate. The mass region between
0.4 and 0.6 GeV is dominated by the eects of !(783) and K
0
S
production. It seems possible that a
proper understanding, and a good simulation, of the Bose-Einstein correlations, taken together with
independent measurements of , 
0
and K
0
S
rates, could allow useful information to be obtained on the
rate of !(783) production via the eects on the low-mass 
+

 
mass spectra.
6.3 Bose-Einstein eects
To investigate the possible eects of Bose-Einstein correlations on the 2-particle mass spectra, a
reweighting technique was used (because of the impracticality of reprocessing the full Jetset Monte
Carlo data samples through the entire production chain). In the reweighting, each entry in the Monte
Carlo mass spectra was assigned a weight dependent on the Jetset generator-level properties of the
particular particle pair. To compute these weights, two-dimensional histograms of mass versus x
p
were
produced using Jetset for each of , K and KK, and for all 2-particle charge states, with entries
being made only when neither particle came directly or indirectly from the decay of a long-lived
state (of width smaller than 20 MeV). Three runs of Jetset were made: the rst, run 1, had no Bose-
Einstein eects included; the second, run 2, used the Jetset Gaussian parametrization of Bose-Einstein
correlations for all pions and kaons (MSTJ(51)=2, MSTJ(52)=7) with default values for the strength
(PARJ(92)=1.) and the region size (PARJ(93)=0.2 GeV); the third, run 3, again used the Gaussian
parametrization but with the parameter values obtained in ts [20] to the Bose-Einstein correlation
function in the OPAL data (MSTJ(51)=2, MSTJ(52)=9, PARJ(92)=2.5 and PARJ(93)=0.33 GeV).
Two dimensional histograms of weights were then obtained by dividing the histograms of mass versus
x
p
, produced in each of the Jetset runs 2 and 3, by those obtained in run 1 with no Bose-Einstein
eects included. The production Monte Carlo data were then reanalysed, with these histograms being
used to obtain weights for every particle pair, using the known generator-level properties of each track.
If either track of a pair came from a long-lived state or was of a type other than pion or kaon, then no
additional weight was applied. Thus new sets of two-particle mass spectra were obtained weighted for
the eects of Bose-Einstein correlations. This procedure was veried by computing the Bose-Einstein
correlation function for the real data and comparing with the reweighted Monte Carlo production data
using the weights obtained from Jetset run 3. Good agreement was obtained with the results of [20].
The reweighted mass spectra for K and KK were found to be only slightly dierent from those of
gure 4. In particular the inclusion of the Bose-Einstein eects (shown, for the OPAL parameters, as
the dotted histograms in gures 4(b) and 4(d)) accounts for less than half of the discrepancy between
data and Monte Carlo in the raw KK mass spectra at masses below 1.1 GeV. However, the  mass
spectra changed signicantly with the inclusion of the Bose-Einstein correlations. Figure 6(d) shows
the background-subtracted 
+

 
mass spectrum for the real data (points) compared with the Jetset
prediction reweighted according to the output of run 2 (default Bose-Einstein parameters). Figure
6(e) shows the results of run 3, using the OPAL parameter values. It can be seen that the apparent
position of the 
0
meson peak in the subtracted mass spectra shifts signicantly between gures 6(c,d
and e), while the low mass region also changes. No one simulation provides a good description of the
entire mass spectrum. The good agreement between data and simulation for masses above 0.5 GeV
in gure 6(e) indicates the importance of the Bose-Einstein eects in the Jetset simulation of the 
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mass spectra. On the other hand, there is disagreement in the raw (unsubtracted)  mass spectra,
and a full understanding requires further study. The apparent shift in mass of the 
0
peak position in
the subtracted spectrum is partly an artefact of changes in the shapes of the non-resonant 



and

+

 
backgrounds, and is partly due to a genuine shift of the 
0
peak induced when the Bose-Einstein
eects are switched on in Jetset. It is interesting to note that Bose-Einstein correlations within the
framework of Jetset can have quite signicant eects on the mass distribution of 
+

 
systems, and
that these eects are such as to improve the agreement with the real data. The changes to 
+

 
spectra are possibly an indirect consequence of the eect on 



systems and the proximity in phase
space of a relatively large number of pions.
Because of the uncertainty in the true distributions of the components of the  mass spectra,
reliable measurements of (770)
0
production cannot be made at present and require further study.
However the eects of Bose-Einstein correlations on KK and K mass spectra are suciently small
that the systematic errors from this source on measurements of (1020) and K

(892)
0
are signicantly
less than the statistical errors. Thus the uncertainty due to these eects does not preclude reliable
measurements of the  and the K

mesons.
7 Fits to the two-particle mass spectra
In order to extract production cross sections for the (1020) and K

(892)
0
vector mesons, weighted
least-squares ts have been made to the appropriate mass spectra, binned for two-particle combinations
in the various ranges of x
p
. In the Jetset Monte Carlo event sample, information was available about
the source of each track at the generator level and these events provided the detailed shapes and
predicted intensities of each of the possible components of the mass spectra, including the resonance
signals and all reections, in each of the x
p
bins. These separate components of the Monte Carlo two-
particle mass spectra were used directly, without parametrization, as inputs to the ts to the spectra
of the real data. This direct use of the detailed Monte Carlo shapes automatically accounted for any
momentum dependent changes in signal shapes, backgrounds and reections. Since the simulated data
were absolutely normalised to the same eective number of Z
0
decays as the real data, the results of
the ts gave directly the measured ratios of real data to Jetset intensities for each of the components
of the mass spectra. Multiplicities and normalised dierential cross sections (fragmentation functions)
were then obtained by appropriately scaling those assumed by Jetset.
7.1 Fits to the K
+
K
 
mass spectra
The K
+
K
 
data were binned in 3 ranges of x
p
, and the corresponding background-subtracted mass
spectra are shown as the data points with error bars in gure 7. The (1020) is a narrow state, close to
threshold, is well separated from all possible contaminating channels and can be interpreted without
detailed reference to reections from other resonances. As gure 4(f) shows, the general shape and
level of the background is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo but there is clear disagreement in the
magnitude of the signal. Fits to the experimental data in the three x
p
bins have been made, over the
mass range up to 1.06 GeV, using the shapes for the  and the backgrounds as obtained from the
simulation. The ts were sensitive only to variations in the intensities of the  and the K
+
K
 
non-
resonant background and so only these were varied in the nal ts; all other Monte Carlo components
were small and were xed at their default Jetset values. The solid histograms in gures 7(a-c) show
the results of the ts, and the 
2
values are listed in table 2.
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The measured (1020) rates are given in table 2 as multiplicities and as normalised dierential
cross sections, 1/
had
:d/dx
p
, for each of the bins of x
p
. Here 
had
is the total cross section for
hadronic Z
0
decay. The overall multiplicity was measured to be 0:085 0:015 0:010 (1020) mesons
per hadronic Z
0
decay over the x
p
range 0.01{1.0. According to both Jetset 7.2 and Herwig 5.0,
the correction to this gure from the unobserved region below x
p
= 0:01 adds an almost negligible
amount. The statistical errors given are those obtained from the ts and include contributions from
the Monte Carlo as well as the real data statistics; smaller systematic errors (to be discussed below)
arise from uncertainties in the dE/dx, the normalisation of the simulation, the mass resolution of the
experiment, the branching ratio of  to K
+
K
 
and the eects of Bose-Einstein correlations. In order to
obtain the appropriate value of x
p
within a given bin, for which to quote the measured cross section,
the Jetset x
p
-dependence has been assumed. The fragmentation functions are shown in gure 9(a) in
comparison with the predictions of default Jetset 7.2 (solid line), Herwig 5.0 (dotted line) and Jetset
tuned (dashed line), as described below in section 8, to reproduce a number of measured multiplicities.
7.2 Fits to the K



mass spectra
The mass range for tting to the K



spectra was chosen as 0.64{1.2 GeV and the data were binned
in 5 ranges of x
p
. The intensities of the (1020) were xed at the levels obtained in the earlier ts
while those due to contributions other than the K

(892)
0
and the non-resonant K backgrounds were
xed at their Jetset values. In the case of the K

(892)
0
the natural width is small enough, at 50 MeV,
that a simple Breit-Wigner peak as used by Jetset gives a good representation of the resonance shape
in the data, as gure 4(e) indicates. All ts behaved well and produced 
2
values, given in table 3,
which indicated that the models were providing a good description of the data. Figures 8(a-e) show
the tted mass spectra in the 5 ranges of x
p
.
The measured K

(892)
0
multiplicities and dierential cross sections are given in table 3. The
quoted systematic errors are dominated by uncertainties in the shape and intensity of the 
0
reection
(including eects of Bose-Einstein correlations), but include also uncertainties in the normalisation of
the Monte Carlo simulation and in the performance of the dE/dx procedures. The overall multiplicity
has been measured to be 0:7550:0670:060 K

(892)
0
per multihadronic Z
0
decay. In correcting the
observed multiplicity for the very low x
p
region, the Jetset behaviour of the rate has been assumed;
however, as table 3 shows, the additional contribution is negligible within the measurement errors,
and the uncertainty in the extrapolation is also negligible compared to the other systematic errors.
The fragmentation function is shown in gure 9(b) where the rates are compared to the default Jetset
7.2, Herwig 5.0 and the the tuned Jetset predictions.
7.3 Systematic errors
Table 4 provides a summary of the contributions to the systematic errors on the measured overall
(1020) and K

(892)
0
multiplicities. These systematic errors come from a number of sources, many
of which have already been discussed. The tables show that the overall systematic errors are a little
smaller than the statistical errors and that the systematics are dominated by the mass resolution in
the case of the (1020) and by the uncertainty in the Bose-Einsten eects in the case of the K

(892)
0
.
All measured rates are subject to errors of 2% from the normalisation of the simulation, coming
partly from the track multiplicity discrepancies mentioned in section 4, partly from the jet chamber to
z-chamber matching ineciencies, and partly from the overall event and track cuts (as studied using
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event samples produced by both Jetset and Herwig). The error from the particle data tables on the
branching ratio (1020)! K
+
K
 
was included as a systematic error on the measurements of  rates.
Two main sources of systematic uncertainty were present in the particle identication: the position
of the theoretical average energy loss curve for kaons, and the possible small discrepancies between
data and simulation in overall performance of the algorithms. To determine the systematic errors due
to these factors, the data were reanalysed for dierent assumptions based on the studies described in
section 5.3, and all of the ts were repeated. The total rate for (1020) varied by typically 6% and
that for K

(892)
0
by 3%, well within the statistical errors.
Since the  is a narrow state, possible discrepancies between the data and the simulation in the mass
resolution could contribute to systematic eects. To investigate this, the real and Monte Carlo mass
spectra were tted independently to sums of polynomials and Gaussian peaks. The resulting widths,

M
, were compatible between the two data sets although the errors on the widths were signicantly
larger for the real data. The real data spectra were then tted using values of 
M
xed at 1 standard
deviation away from the values obtained in the free ts. It was found that the intensity of the  meson
peak varied by 8% and this was taken as the appropriate contribution to the systematic errors on
the measured (1020) rates. A small correction of 5% was applied to all  rates to account for possible
non-Gaussian tails in the real data.
In order to investigate eects on the rates arising from the parametrization and intensity of the
(770)
0
, the ts were repeated using a p-wave Breit-Wigner shape and also with the intensity of the

0
xed at 0.7 and 1.3 times its assumed Jetset value. No signicant changes were made to the rates
for the (1020) but there were small variations in the the tted K

(892)
0
rates, which were taken as
the systematic errors arising from these sources.
All of the ts were repeated using the sets of Monte Carlo data reweighted to account for the
possible eects of Bose-Einstein correlations. Thus two further sets of ts were made, one for each
of Jetset runs 2 and 3 as described in section 6.3. The (1020) rates were found to vary by only a
small amount while larger changes ocurred in the tted K

(892)
0
rates for all of the x
p
bins, mainly
as a result of variations in the shape and intensity of the (770)
0
reection. The magnitude of these
changes in the rates was taken as an indication of the level of the systematic errors arising from this
source. In all cases these variations in the tted rates were signicantly smaller than the statistical
errors.
In computing the overall multiplicites by adding the rates in each x
p
bin, the errors due to each
systematic source were combined assuming complete correlation from bin to bin. The nal overall
systematic errors were then obtained by adding all contributions in quadrature.
8 Discussion and Conclusions
This study of inclusive neutral vector meson production in Z
0
decay has shown a number of unexpected
features. First, the shape of the 
+

 
mass spectrum in the data is distorted in the region of the
(770)
0
resonance and the peak mass shifted to lower values, especially at low momentum. This
diers from previous observations in lower energy e
+
e
 
interactions [3, 4, 8] where successful ts
were obtained to the mass spectra using the standard 
0
parameters. The reason for this dierent
behaviour at LEP energies could be an enhancement of the eects of Bose-Einstein correlations arising
from the increased multiplicity of pions which are close in phase space to the decay products of the 
0
.
Interference eects between the relatively broad 
0
and possible coherent p-wave backgrounds could
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also be present. Better modelling of the (770)
0
lineshape is an obvious prerequisite to a determination
of its production rates in Z
0
decays.
The K

(892)
0
rates measured by OPAL are in good agreement with Herwig 5.0 but signicantly
below the level of the Jetset 7.2 predictions (see gure 9(b)). The overall multiplicity, measured to
be 0:76 0:09 per Z
0
is in accord with the gure of 0.77 given by Herwig while Jetset with default
parameters predicts 1.06. It is apparent from gure 4(a), the overall K



mass spectrum, that
Jetset reproduces well the level and shape of the K



system in the real data, except in clearly
overestimating the intensity of the K
0
signal. The present result for the K
0
rate is lower than
a recent result from the DELPHI collaboration [12] for K

(892)

which quotes an overall rate of
1:33 0:26 per event. The charged K

multiplicity would be expected to be close to the rate for K
0
.
The (1020) results reported here present an additional problem for the Monte Carlo programs,
being discrepant with both of the models tested. The measured multiplicity, 0:086 0:017, is in fact
similar to the rate obtained in e
+
e
 
collisions at
p
s = 30 GeV, is less than half of the default Jetset
expectation of 0.190, and is also below the Herwig gure of 0.115. The disagreement between Jetset
and Herwig, both tuned to overall event shapes, indicates that there is still much uncertainty in the
models as to how the multiplicities of specic particle types are determined and how they change with
energy.
As mentioned in the introduction, rates for several particle species, as well as the overall
multiplicity of charged particles, have now been measured in LEP experiments. Table 5 summarises
the measurements to date, listing the multiplicities obtained (over restricted ranges of x
p
in cases where
signicant systematic errors arise from extrapolating into regions of zero acceptance). Up till now the
measured rates, apart from that for the 
0
(958), have all been compatible with the default parameter
values of Jetset. The strangeness suppression, in particular, has been assumed to be well specied
by the rate for K
0
relative to all charged particles. However, to accommodate the measurements
of K

(892)
0
and (1020) presented here, it is clear that the default value of 0.3 is too high. In
order that Jetset continue to reproduce the measured K
0
multiplicity, any reduction in the value of
this strangeness suppression parameter would have to be compensated by an increase in the rate of
pseudoscalar meson production relative to vector meson production. A scan has been made of the
Jetset parameters which control the strangeness suppression (PARJ(2) with default value 0.3) and
the probability that a strange meson will have spin 1 (PARJ(12) with default value 0.6), in order to
obtain the best values to reproduce the observations listed in table 5. The rates for  and 
0
were not
included in this tuning procedure because they are likely to be more sensitive to the choice of mixing
angle in the SU(3)
F
nonet [25, 11]. No single local minimum of the 
2
was found; various pairs of
values in the range 0.23{0.27 for strangeness suppression and 0.4{0.5 for the spin-1 probability gave
acceptable ts to the data. For example, values of 0.245 and 0.43 respectively give a 
2
value of
10.5 for the 8 measurements. This compares with 
2
values of 55 for Jetset with default parameters
and 156 for default Herwig 5.0. Variations of these two Jetset parameters at this level were found
to have essentially no eect on the overall event shapes, described in [18], and no changes in the
other parameters were needed. The Jetset rates for these parameter values together with the rates
from default Herwig 5.0 are listed in the table, and the dashed curves in gure 9 show the resulting
fragmentation functions. As may be seen from the table, the largest contribution to the 
2
comes from
the charged K

(892)

rate measured in [12]. It is worth remarking that D
s
decays are a signicant
source of (1020) mesons especially at large x
p
, and inadequate modelling of the production and decay
rates in the Monte Carlo could account for some of the discrepancy between data and Jetset.
The tuning of Jetset at this level is purely phenomenological and the PARJ values obtained will be
sensitive to assumptions about production rates and decay branching ratios of heavy avour mesons
and baryons. However the exercise is useful in obtaining a better set of parameters for the simulation
14
of LEP physics, and such a set of has been found to reproduce all the particle rates. However the
real emphasis of the present work has been on obtaining accurate values for the multiplicities and
fragmentation functions for the neutral vector mesons as part of an ongoing study of particle rates in
Z
0
decays. Only with signicantly more knowledge of the rates for identied particle species will a
consistent picture emerge which, it is to be hoped, will enable a proper understanding of quark and
gluon hadronization.
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Tables
Momentum range (GeV/c) Eciency ratio for  Misidentication ratio for  to K
0.25 - 0.4 1:030 0:008 1:43 1:22
0.4 - 0.8 1:005 0:004 0:91 0:17
0.8 - 1.0 1:004 0:005 -
1.0 - 1.5 1:003 0:004 -
1.5 - 2.0 0:996 0:003 -
2.0 - 3.0 1:000 0:013 1:01 0:06
3.0 - 5.0 1:028 0:013 0:87 0:06
5.0 - 10.0 1:023 0:021 0:90 0:07
10.0 - 20.0 1:14 0:08 0:70 0:12
20.0 - 45.0 0:83 0:35 1:30 0:84
Table 1. Ratios of eciencies and misidentication probabilities between simulation and data
using pion tracks from K
0
S
decays.
Bin x
p
range <x
p
> 
2
/dof Multiplicity (1020)/Z
0
decay 1=
had
.d=dx
p
1 0:01   0:15 0:10 20.1/20 0:054 0:014 0:006 0:39 0:10 0:04
2 0:15   0:3 0:22 21.8/20 0:019 0:004 0:003 0:12 0:03 0:02
3 0:3   1:0 0:45 17.3/20 0:012 0:003 0:001 0:017 0:004 0:002
0:01   1:0 0:085 0:015 0:010
0:0   1:0 0:086 0:015 0:010
Table 2. Measured multiplicities, dierential cross sections (fragmentation functions) and t 
2
per degree of freedom for inclusive (1020) in multihadronic Z
0
decays. The errors given are statistical
and systematic respectively. The value of <x
p
> is calculated assuming that the cross section variation
over the appropriate x
p
range follows that of the Jetset model.
Bin x
p
range <x
p
> 
2
/dof Multiplicity K

(892)
0
/Z
0
decay 1=
had
.d=dx
p
1 0:005   0:025 0:017 11.5/26 0:134 0:018 0:005 6:71 0:90 0:23
2 0:025   0:1 0:069 23.4/26 0:300 0:058 0:026 4:00 0:78 0:34
3 0:1   0:15 0:12 26.6/26 0:107 0:017 0:012 2:14 0:34 0:24
4 0:15   0:3 0:21 29.4/26 0:143 0:017 0:010 0:95 0:12 0:06
5 0:3   1:0 0:45 26.4/26 0:069 0:012 0:007 0:10 0:02 0:01
0:005   1:0 0:753 0:067 0:060
0:0   1:0 0:755 0:067 0:060
Table 3. Measured multiplicities, dierential cross sections and t 
2
values for inclusive K

(892)
0
production.
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Error source Error on (1020) multiplicity Error on K

(892)
0
multiplicity
Normalisation of MC 0:002 0:023
Branching ratio 0:002 |
dE/dx uncertainty 0:005 0:019
Mass resolution 0:007 |
Intensity of (770)
0
| 0:019
Bose-Einstein eects 0:003 0:043
TOTAL 0:010 0:060
Table 4. Systematic errors on total (1020) and K

(892)
0
multiplicities.
x
p
range Experiment Particle Multiplicity Jetset tuned Jetset default Herwig 5.0
0:0   1:0 OPAL all charged 21:40 0:43 21.09 21.35 21.08
0:0075  0:065 L3 
0
6:4 0:4 6.35 6.30 7.02
0:1   0:9 ALEPH  0:298 0:031 0.34 0.32 0.44
0:1   0:9 ALEPH 
0
(958) 0:068 0:024 0.27 0.26 0.12
0:0   1:0 OPAL K
0
2:10 0:14 1.96 2.16 2.12
0:0   1:0 OPAL K

(892)
0
0:76 0:09 0.71 1.06 0.77
0:0   1:0 DELPHI K

(892)

1:33 0:26 0.75 1.10 0.82
0:0   1:0 OPAL (1020) 0:086 0:018 0.115 0.189 0.113
0:01   0:2 DELPHI  0:28 0:02 0.26 0.31 0.36
0:0   0:5 DELPHI  0:020 0:004 0.019 0.027 0.062
Table 5. Measured multiplicities within specied x
p
ranges for identied particles in Z
0
decay,
compared with Jetset 7.2 tuned to give best overall agreement (PARJ(2)=0.245, PARJ(12)=0.43) and
with Jetset 7.2 and Herwig 5.0 using default parameters. In the tuning, the  and 
0
rates were not
used. The other LEP experiments have also measured the multiplicity of all charged tracks.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Distribution of dE/dx versus momentum for selected well measured tracks in the real data.
Figure 2. (a) Eciency of the dE/dx procedures to identify 

, and purity of the 

sample, both as
functions of momentum from 0.25{2.0 GeV/c (the solid squares show eciency and the triangles
indicate the purity); (b) similarly for the momentum range 2.0{40.0 GeV/c; (c) eciency for
K

and purity of the K

sample for momentum from 0.25{0.8 GeV/c; (d) similarly for the
momentum range 2.0{40.0 GeV/c.
Figure 3. Measured resolution on dE/dx for pion tracks from well reconstructed K
0
S
decays. The points
are for the real data and the histogram is for the Monte Carlo simulation normalised to the same
number of tracks as the data.
Figure 4. Overall two-particle invariant mass spectra for (a) K



, (b) K
+
K
 
, (c) K



, (d) K

K

;
background-subtracted mass spectra for (e) K



and (f) K
+
K
 
. The points show the OPAL
data while the solid histograms give absolute predictions of Jetset72. The dotted histograms in
(b) and (d) are for Jetset72 with Bose-Einstein correlations using the parameters from [20].
Figure 5. Overall background-subtracted Monte Carlo mass spectra for (a) K



and (b) 
+

 
showing
some of the components making up the spectra. In gure 5(b) the  and 
0
contributions, which
are about equal, are added together.
Figure 6. Overall two-particle invariant mass spectra for (a) 
+

 
, (b) 



; (c,d,e) background-
subtracted mass spectrum for 
+

 
. The points show the OPAL data while the solid histograms
in (a,b,c) give absolute predictions of Jetset72. The histogram in (d) shows the result of
including Bose-Einstein eects in Jetset with the default parameter values, while in (e) the
OPAL parameter values (from [20]) have been used.
Figure 7. Mass spectra for K
+
K
 
in three bins of scaled momentum, x
p
, showing as histograms the results
of the ts described in the text: (a) 0:01 < x
p
< 0:15, (b) 0:15 < x
p
< 0:3, (c) 0:3 < x
p
< 1:
Figure 8. Mass spectra for K



with, as histograms, the results of the weighted least squares ts
described in the text: (a) 0:005 < x
p
< 0:025, (b) 0:025 < x
p
< 0:1, (c) 0:1 < x
p
< 0:15,
(d) 0:15 < x
p
< 0:3, (e) 0:3 < x
p
< 1:
Figure 9. Dierential cross sections for (a) (1020) and (b) K

(892)
0
production; the solid curves indicate
the predictions of Jetset 7.2 with default parameters, the dotted curves give the Herwig 5.0
predictions and the dashed curves show Jetset 7.2 tuned as described in section 8.
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